Abstract. In the last four decades academician Josip Pečarić has produced an enormous number of scientific papers and books. He has published more than one thousand mathematical papers in scientific journals and books. Furthermore, he is an author of more than 20 mathematical monographs, books and textbooks. Besides the great mathematical work, he has actively taken part in social life which has resulted in 30 books, more than 300 articles, notes and interviews in books, newspapers and other sources. In this paper we present some of ideas of his mathematical work which have a great impact on further investigations.
Introduction
During the last 40 years J. Pečarić published a great number of mathematical, physical and hystorical articles, books, textbooks etc. On May 5, 2015 a simple search of the MathSciNet base gave 1028 published mathematical items under his name. Another 60 papers have recently been published or accepted for publication. In this article we travel chronologicaly through the last four decades and try to describe some significant moments of J. Pečarić's work. That period can be split into three smaller time intervals in which his work had different accents: early years (70's and 80's), the nineties and the new century.
70's and 80's.
As a student J. Pečarić attended the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at University of Belgrade where a famous mathematician D.S. Mitrinović worked as a professor. That circumstance had a great influence to his professional life. After earning his Master's degree in Physics, he took a job at the Institute for Geomagnetism and soon after that at the Faculty of Civil Engineering at the same University as an research assistant in physics. So, in the late 70's papers connected with his actual work on the problems in theory of Earth magnetic field were published. But at the same time he started to work with D.S. Mitrinović and other mathematicians from his group. J. Pečarić's first mathematical paper was published in 1976 and till the end of eighties he wrote more than 130 papers, mostly devoted to convex functions, various types of convexity and Jensen type inequalities. The topic of his dissertation which was defended in 1982 was also about the Jensen and related inequalities. He was extremely interested in considering conditions under which the Jensen inequality holds with particular interest to the case when negative weights appear. Very often his ability to give a new proof of a certain inequality was a starting point for a new direction of investigation, for giving weaker conditions, for obtaining related inverse and companion inequalities or even generalization of it. Titles of his papers from that period give us a closer insight to his main interests. For example, in the list of publication we find the following titles: On the Jensen inequality ( [41] ), On the Jensen-Steffensen inequality ( [17] ), A new proof of the Jensen-Steffensen inequality ( [19] ), Inverse of the Jensen-Steffensen inequality ( [20] ), A short proof of a variant of Jensen's inequality ( [22] ), An inequality for 3-convex function ( [23] ), On variants of Jensen's inequality ( [24] ), A simple proof of the Jensen-Steffensen inequality ( [25] ), The inductive proof of the Jensen-Steffensen inequality ( [27] ), On Jessen's inequality for convex functions I, II ( [4] ) and ( [31] ), On the Popoviciu conversion of Jensen's inequality ( [28] ) etc.
A natural consequence of such hard work on convexity was a publication of his first book Konveksne funkcije -nejednakosti (eng: Convex functions -inequalities), ( [29] ), in 1987. In the following five years he wrote ten books, mostly in cooperation with D.S. Mitrinović. Focus of his work in the 80's was not only on convex functions. Numerous papers about Chebyshev type inequalities, the Ostrowski and the Grüss inequalities were published. Also, in the late 80's he investigated geometric inequalities and that research resulted in the monograph Recent Advances in Geometric Inequalities ( [14] ). After that he abandoned this area of inequalities. In this period he also developed an idea of using positive linear functionals in the theory of inequalities, see for example [4] ), ( [32] ) and ( [6] . Application of linear functionals has been a constant theme and inspiration throughout Pečarić's work and he devoted his book [34] to development of this concept.
The nineties.
In 1987 J. Pečarić moved with his family to Zagreb and got a position at the Faculty of Textile Technology, University of Zagreb. He has begun to cooperate with mathematicians from the University of Zagreb such as M. Alić, N. Elezović, B. Guljaš, C. Jardas, N. Sarapa, D. Svrtan etc. The first half of the nineties was marked with the war in Croatia and J. Pečarić actively took part in public life, intensively writing and publishing articles, books and notes connected with history and recent situation in Croatia.
In his mathematical life he had continued to work with D. S. Mitrinović, with Romanian mathematicians S. S. Dragomir, I. Rasa, J. Sandor, Gh. Toader and others in problems involving positive linear functionals, n -convexity and the Chebyshev inequality. In 1992 the first paper with Australian mathematician B. Mond appeared in Houston J. Math. It was a beginning of a very fruitful cooperation. They wrote 87 papers, mainly about matrix inequalities, inequalities for operators, convexity and means involving matrices and operators, inequalities in inner and normed spaces. Cooperation with mathematicians from Australia was expanded to a joint work with C. E. M. Pearce with whom J. Pečarić worked on various analytical inequalities which very often have applications in probability. In that period he visited Australian universities in Adelaide and Melbourne several times and served as a co-advisor for two dissertations.
Since the nineties, we have witnessed a significant cooperation with the Swedish group of mathematicians lead by L. E. Persson and L. Maligranda. They have worked together on generalizations of Stolarsky's and Bergh's inequality, on Grüss-Barnes, Borell and Hardy type inequalities, on inequalities for monotone functions, on inequalities in weighted L p spaces etc. Also, another fruitfull cooperation has been begun in the middle of nineties with Israelian mathematician S. Abramovich and it has continued till today developing various refinements and improvements of the classical inequalities. We also have to mention joint work with Italian mathematicians G. Allasia and C. Giordano on topics such as the Gamma function, the Stirling formula, means etc.
After he moved to Zagreb, J. Last years of the nineties were a period of preparation for the foundation of the first Croatian mathematical journal devoted to inequalities. In 1998 the first number of journal Mathematical Inequalities and Applications appeared. The editoral board had almost 60 well-known mathematicians from different fields of mathematics. Managing editor has been N. Elezović and Editor-in-Chief has been J. Pečarić Besides topics described in these books J. Pečarić are recently working on several topics, including the concept of exponential convexity, Cauchy type means, quasilinearity of certain functionals, applications in time scales and fractional calculus etc.
In the following sections we describe some ideas from three parts of Pečarić's research. For more details on some other topics we refer the reader to the article [5] .
Integral identities and applications in quadrature formulae
Some of the constant themes throughout Pečarić's work are integral identities, quadrature rules and related inequalities. His very first paper [11] contains a generalization of Ostrowski's inequality for n -times differentiable functions and it is obtained by considering the well-known Taylor formula. But the real progress happened at the beginning of this millenium, when several young Croatian mathematicians begin working with Professor J. Pečarić.
The following elegant results involving the so-called harmonic polynomials are good illustrations of methods in this topic.
Let
where {P j,m } m are sequences of harmonic polynomials, i.e. polynomials P j,m satisfy
Using integration by parts the following integral identity for
is bounded is obtained:
whenever integrals exist, ( [37] ).
With an appropriate choice of polynomials P j,k and nodes x j generalizations of the well-known quadrature formulae are obtained. In the following theorems an error estimation for identity (1) is given.
Then
where
Proof. Use of definition of S m , relation (2) and identity (1) implies
where T is the so-called Chebyshev functional defined as
where f , g, f g are integrable functions on [a, b]. The well-known classical result regarding the Chebyshev functional is the Grüss inequality which states that
In [10] the following pre-Grüss inequality is given:
Using the pre-Grüss inequality in (4) it follows
An easy calculation gives that
and desired inequality (3) is proved.
The following results also give error estimations for I m (σ ) but for different function classes. Their proofs are similar to proofs given in papers [38] and [39] .
Let us apply previous general results on the three-point subdivision σ = {a, a+b 2 , b} of an interval [a, b] . In this case S m is defined as
The term I m (σ ) has the following form
As we can see, for m = 1, 2, 3, 4
and it is, in fact, the error term of the Simpson formula. Applying Theorem 1 for this particular case the following estimation of I m (σ ) is obtained. [a, b] are simple consequences of the corresponding Theorem 2 (see [37] ).
THEOREM 3. Suppose f : [a, b] → R is such that f (m) is integrable and such that
γ m f (m) (t) Γ m , t ∈ [a, b]. Then for m ∈ {1, 2, 3} we have b a f (t)dt − b − a 6 f (a) + 4 f a + b 2 + f (b) C m (Γ m − γ m )(b − a) m+1 where C 1 = 1 12 , C 2 = 1 24 √ 30 , C 3 = 1 96 √ 105 .
If m 4 then we have
During the last 15 years Pečarić and his coauthors published more than 120 papers in which they investigated various kinds of integral quadrature formulae based on different integral identities. For example, they studied the Euler integral identity, the general Euler-Ostrowski formula, 2,3,4,5-point quadrature formulae of Euler type, Radau-type quadrature formulae, different generalizations of weighted Montgomery identity etc. Recent related results connected with the above-mentioned topics are collected in books [1] and [7] .
Relating "unrelated" results. The Steffensen inequality
A standard method in Pečarić's work is unifying results which seem unrelated at the first glance and putting them in the same framework. A nice pearl among such results is a result which covers three famous inequalities which were independently obtained: the Gauss, the Steffensen and the Ostrowski inequality.
In [9] C.F. Gauss mentioned the following inequality:
If f is a nonnegative and non-increasing function and a
One century later A. Ostrowski proved the following result (see [16] ).
Let f be a non-increasing function on [0, a] and g be a non-decreasing continuous function with continuous derivative and g(t) t for 0 t a with g(0)
Independently, in the twenties J.F. Steffensen (see [40] ) obtained that for two integrable functions f and g defined on (a, b), where f is non-increasing and 0 g 1 we have
where λ = b a g(t)dt . Nowadays, inequality (7) is known as the Steffensen inequality. In 1989 J. Pečarić proved the following theorem which merges all three mentioned inequalities ( [30] ).
THEOREM 4. Let G : [a, b] → R be an increasing differentiable function and let f : I → R be a non-increasing function ( I is an interval in R such that a, b, G(a), G(b) ∈ I ). If G(x) x then
G(b) G(a) f (x)dx b a f (x)G (x)dx.(8)
If G(x) x , the reverse inequality in (8) is valid.
As most of Pečarić's proofs the proof is short and very elegant.
Proof. After substituting G(x)
and (8) holds. Of course, if G(z) z, we get the reverse inequality.
It is obvious that (8) is a generalization of (6). Taking G(x) = we get the second inequality in (7) . For the first inequality take
In the last 40 years J. Pečarić published more than 30 papers related to the Steffensen inequality. Here we describe some significant places in his investigation of that inequality.
At the beginning of his mathematical professional activity, J. Pečarić proved the Steffensen inequality under weaker conditions. Namely, the condition "0 g 1 " can be changed to be as it is given in the following theorem from [42] . The proof is based on the following identities: 
The same identities are basis for the another theorem under weaker conditions which appeared in [36] .
Also, in the same paper the discrete Steffensen inequality was given.
In the statement of the original Steffensen inequality a function f is non-increasing which can be considered as a convex function of order 1. So, a natural generalization is to consider a function which is convex of order n . This problem is solved in one of his first papers published in 1979 (see [12] ) where the following result was presented.
THEOREM 7. Let functions f and g satisfy conditions:
(1) f is convex of order n (n ∈ N);
Answer to the question "Under which conditions do reverse inequalities in (7) hold?" was given by J. Pečarić in [21] . He proved that a reverse inequality on the lefthand side of Steffensen inequality holds for every non-increasing function f if and only if
In the same paper, conditions under which the reverse inequality on the right-hand side of the Steffensen inequality are given. Two years later he obtained power version of the Steffensen inequality (see [26] ). Namely, if G : [a, b] → R is an integrable function and p 1 such that
then for a non-increasing function f we have
J. Pečarić also investigated a multidimensional version of the Steffensen inequality and its analogue in a general measure space. In the last decade a focus of his investigation has been on an application of different identities and interpolation formulae, (see [35] ). Several generalizations of the Steffensen inequality obtained via the weighted Montgomery, Euler's and Fink's identities, via Taylor's formula, by Lidstone's, Hermitte's and Abel-Gontscharoff's polynomials have appeared. Here we mention only one such result which illustrates the method (see [3] ).
In the next theorem two integral means of the same function are compared.
holds for every non-increasing function f if and only if
Functions W and U are defined by
The proof is based on the weighted Montgomery identity given by J. Pečarić in [18] , which states
where P w (x,t) is the weighted Peano kernel, defined by
and on the following formula given in [2] :
For the weight functions w(t) = g(t) for t ∈ [a, b] and u(t) = 1 for t ∈ [a, a + λ ] we get the left-hand side Steffensen inequality. At the end of this section we have to mention a wide range of results involving various kinds of fractional integrals and derivatives. J. Pečarić and his coauthors obtained Lagrange type and Cauchy type theorems which lead them to obtaining new means based on linear functionals arisen from inequalities involving fractional integrals and derivatives. Most of these results have been collected in monograph [35] .
Convexity property as a starting point for converse inequalities
Attempts of obtaining converses of the Jensen and other classical inequalities have a long history. For example, in 1914 P. Schweitzer proved that
holds for an n -tuple (a 1 ,...,a n ) with 0 < m a k M for k = 1, 2,...,n . 
Taking
Inequality (10) is the origin for several converses of the Jensen inequality in different settings. This idea appeared for the first time in the already mentioned paper [33] where converses of the Jensen inequality involving positive (isotonic) linear functional is given. Later, J. Pečarić developed this method and in collaboration with B. Mond investigated converses of the Jensen inequality for matrices and operators. Nowadays, this method is called the Mond-Pečarić method.
Here we describe results for a positive linear functional. Let L be a set of functions defined on a set E with properties that for any α, β ∈ R, f , g ∈ L , a function α f + β g ∈ L and the function 1 belongs to L where 1 is defined as 1(t) = 1 for all t ∈ E . We say Proof. Let us suppose that f is increasing. We consider the functions F 1 , f 1 , g 1 defined by
The function F 1 is non-decreasing in the first variable, f 1 is convex. Applying Theorem 9 to the functions F 1 , f 1 , g 1 with m 1 = g(m), M 1 = g(M) we get After substitutions, the left-hand side of the previous inequality becomes equal to A) ).
